
Import Wholesale & Distribution Business for Sale Waikato

Location: Waikato
Asking: $3,000,000
Turnover:$2,924,000
Type: Wholesale/Distribution

Contact:
Therese Bailey
021 707 641 or 021 199 7760
anytime 

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/110315

LINK Waikato
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: WK00274 

Highly Successful Business
Expressions of interest are sought for this highly successful import/wholesale/distribution business with
significant trading history and poised for future growth. 

This wholesaler designs, imports and distributes B2B throughout New Zealand and dominates its niche
sector. With a small team of great staff in place, it has exceptional systems and relationships that are
ready to be transitioned to a new owner.

Well established CRM and customer relationships built over decades
Impressive sales and profits, minimal normalisations
Excellent reputation and dominant market share
Secure lease in place until 2028

The business is ready to be reinvigorated and a new energised owner at the helm stands to benefit
from decades of hard work by the current owner.

Would suit an owner operator who recognises an amazing opportunity to run a successful and highly
profitable business, an investor who is willing to install a manager whilst realising significant equity
returns, or alternatively is ripe for an acquisition/amalgamation by another business.

 To find out more, go to linkbusiness.co.nz/WK00274 and press the “Enquire Now” button to complete
an online confidentiality agreement.

Therese Bailey, 021 707 641, therese.bailey@linkbusiness.co.nz

Jeremy Pak, 021 199 7760, jeremy.pak@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business.

#wholesale #import #waikato

SEMINAR: HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS

Don’t know where to start? Want to know what mistakes to avoid?

Register for our Buy a Business Seminar. https://go.linkbusiness.co.nz/seminars/

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/110315
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